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Corfu
this most northerly of the Ionian islands is the greenest and,
perhaps surprisingly, one of the most traditional of them all.
Corfu’s charm and beauty have captivated visitors for
generations and remain as intoxicating as ever.
Corfu’s variety also plays a part in its
enduring popularity. With over 200 kms
of coastline, the island really can offer
‘something for everyone.’ “Beautiful,
ﬂower-ﬁlled, washed with soft Ionian
light,” Corfu is impossible to describe in a
few words.

Walkers, botanists and ornithologists will
ﬁnd an inexhaustible source of interest in
Corfu. the Corfu trail, which winds from
north to south through some of the
island's most beautiful and enduring
landscapes, can be tackled in small
chunks and runs close to all our chosen
resort areas (and even through Liapades).

Corfu InformATIon
Getting to Corfu
Monday flight Gatwick, Stansted, Bristol or
Manchester (other regional flights incl BHX, NCL,
GLA, EMA on request). Then 30-75 mins by coach
or taxi (see resort descriptions). For flight details
see page 270.
multi-Centre options
Corfu with Paxos (Corfu first), or any Corfu resort
with any other.
Car Hire
See page 268-9 for details.
representative
Based in Corfu Town –visits all areas.
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Paleocastritsa
Liapades

Gouvia
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Corfu
Town

Agios Gordis

S

the Corﬁots are the most friendly and
generous people, especially the country
folk. they work hard on their land and
many still follow traditional lives.

Nissaki
Barbati

Xo

Go north and you will ﬁnd a different
scene: a rocky, twisting coastline of cliff
and ravine, curling round the great
mountain called Pantokrator, ‘Lord of
Creation’. the north east, with its whitepebble coves, stupendous views and
countless walks, is particularly magical.

Avlaki
Kalami
Agni

PA

Still among olive trees, netting spread at
their feet ready for the harvest, the south
levels out. our tiny hideaway of Maltas
combines an untouched countryside, rich
in traditional ways, with one of the best
sandy beaches on the island.

Kassiopi

to

Groves of tall, silvery-green olive and
cypress trees cover the slopes of the
central hills tumbling down to the steep
west coast, famed for its sweeping sandy
beaches and magniﬁcent sunsets. our
small resort of Aghios Gordis here appeals
to all generations of different nationalities,
and families particularly appreciate the
fact that there is no coastal road running
behind the superb beach here.

Aharavi

Perivoli
Lefkimi

to quote from ‘Landscapes of Corfu’,
“Walking on Corfu is sheer bliss. You will
be spoilt by a kaleidoscope of landscapes,
and you needn’t be an intrepid hiker to
ﬁnd these beauty spots. the walks lead to
some of the most beautiful beaches you
will ever see.”
Corfu town is different again, and different
too from all other Greek towns, the result
of long successive years of Venetian,
French and British rule. By reason of its
two massively strong forts it never yielded
to the turks. We’d recommend a visit to
the new Archeological Museum which
reopened in 2018 following a 6-year/4.5
euro upgrade. the mazy streets of the old
town contrast with the Venetian and
French elegance of the centre – and very
English cricket is played on the Esplanade
green!
So don’t miss out on Corfu. As any one of
its regular visitors will tell you, to know
this particular island is to be captivated
by it.
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our chosen areas
North East Coast
Barbati & Kalami
Transfer time 40-60 minutes
For years the north-east corner of Corfu has
attracted the discerning visitor, for this
winding stretch of coastline packs a huge
scenic punch. the rocky coast restricts
development, so here narrow roads run
steeply down to white-pebble coves and
beaches. this is a land of small villages and
ﬁshing hamlets dominated by Mount
Pantokrator above. Especially beautiful are
the views to Albania. Boat hire is a big deal
here - the indented coastline is made for it and both our resort areas have motorboats
available for rental.
Barbati marks the start of the north-east
coast and has one of its best beaches - a
mile-long stretch of pristine shingle shelving
gently into a sparkling sea. Backed by a
handful of fashionable beach bars and
restaurants Barbati has a chilled 'beach life'
vibe. Up on the main road above you will
ﬁnd more restaurants (some very good Barbati has a growing reputation for the
quality of its food), some low-key bars, a
couple of supermarkets, a church and a shell
museum. Views are good too, over the sea
to Corfu town's fortress.
Halfway up the north-east coast, at its heart,
is pretty Kalami. the village is small, albeit
busy in season, but has not been overly
spoiled by its claim to fame in the shape of
the Durrell family who lived here in the
1930s, their house now a pleasant taverna
above the sea. there are three more
tavernas on the sheltered shingle beach and
one up on the hillside behind.
there are some lovely walks available from
Kalami, using coastal paths and steeper
inland tracks. A 15-20 minute pleasant walk
south over the wooded headland - via the
gleaming white-pebble beach of Yaliskari
(excellent snorkeling) - brings you to
peaceful Agni, one of Corfu's most scenic
bays and home to three of the island's best
known taverna restaurants. two of them
operate a boat-taxi service from Kalami in
the evenings for their customers, making for
an atmospheric alternative dinner venue.
Going north you can walk to the picturesque
village of Aghios Stefanos in around 75
minutes, via Kouloura and Kerasia beach.

Kalami
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North Coast Aharavi
Transfer time 60 minutes
Past the tip of the island is the start of
Almiros beach, one of the longest on Corfu
and remarkably little-developed until
Aharavi a little way along. this small resort
is generally low-key and the beach is
magniﬁcently sandy. Some ﬁne walking is
also to be had from here.
In fact walking everywhere in the north is a
major attraction. Serious walkers will ﬁnd
Mount Pantokrator offers unlimited scope, its
slopes awash with ﬂowers, birds and
butterﬂies in the spring and early summer.
Casual walkers will enjoy the coastal routes,
as tracks over the headlands link the coves in
mainly easy walking.

West Coast Aghios
Gordis, Liapades &
Paleokastritsa
Transfer time 45-60 minutes
Aghios Gordis’ steep verdant hillsides and
rugged cliffs plunge into an aquamarine sea
and typify Corfu’s central western coast. the
vistas of mountain and sea are spectacular,
particularly as the sun goes down (this
coastline is famed for its sunsets).
Gordis is family-friendly by virtue not only of
its long sandy beach but by the fact that it
has only one narrow street leading down to
the sea and no beach road.
the beach is one of the best – a kilometrelong stretch of sand (some shingle outcrops)
in a glorious natural setting. the small resort
behind has all the facilities you should need –
over twenty tavernas, a good choice of cafés, a
handful of bars and a number of small shops.
Yet, because Gordis attracts such a mixed
clientele (the village is popular with all ages
and nationalities) it lacks the excesses of the
larger resorts. Some nightlife there is, so safe
options for older teens (in August there are a
couple of music bars) but most people staying
here have come to quietly relax: on the beach
in the daytime and in the tavernas at night.

hotel at the far end, the majority of
accommodation is housed in smaller units
dotted amongst the trees.
Excursions run, and there is an eﬃcient bus
service to Corfu town only 16 kms distant.
Hire of a car will enable easy exploration of
other beaches and the pretty hill-top village
of Pelekas, which reputedly has the best
views (and sunsets) of all Corfu.
Liapades is located at the northern end of
the Ropa Valley. A network of country lanes
and donkey paths crisscross the area, making
it wonderful for walking (the Corfu trail runs
through here). Some lead down to a number
of beautiful coves and beaches; others to
some of Corfu's loveliest villages.
Liapades old village is a kilometre inland and
typically sleepy, its small but pretty square
overlooked by the 17th century church of
Ayia Anastasia. Between the village and the
beach you will ﬁnd a good choice of small
shops, cafes and taverna restaurants. the
beach is a mix of sand/shingle, about 100m
long. Flanked by the rocky arms of the
headland the sea here is sheltered and calm,
and the most wonderful shades of
aquamarine. It is organised, with sunbeds,
canoes and motorboats for hire.
Buses run up to ﬁve times daily from the old
village above to town. Alternatively small
boats will take you to sea caves as well as to
nearby beaches, many of which can only be
reached by sea. one you can get to quite
easily is gorgeous Rovinia, just a ten minute
walk over the headland.
A few miles to the north the famous beauty
spot of Paleokastritsa should need no
introduction. Spread around three bays, each
with a beach, tucked into the twisting rocky
shoreline, backed by steep mountain slopes
covered with pine and olive, Paleo (for short)
has good facilities and plenty of restaurants,
cafes and small shops. However because of
the terrain it is quite spread out and does not
have the feeling of a large resort.

the beach can be busy but is long enough
to accommodate all and has plenty of
sunbeds (free if your patronise the café or
restaurant behind). Apart from one large

the northernmost of the bays has the main
beach of Agios Spiridon, overlooked by the
12th century monastery of theotokos, and
understandably is usually busy during the
day. Small boats shuttle to the famous sea
caves and to a plethora of other beaches
nearby, many only reachable be sea. Should
you prefer to explore the coastline
independently motor boats and canoes can
be hired. Watersports are also available.

Aharavi beach

Aghios Gordis
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Kalami Bay Kalami
Good accommodation is always at a premium in
Kalami, one of the prettiest hamlets along Corfu’s
favoured north-east coast, so we are delighted to
offer these apartments which enjoy an enviable
position and views. they are quietly located on
the hillside above Kalami, no more than a three
minute walk (300m) down to the beach and
village.
there are 12 units here housed on the upper
two ﬂoors, a mix of studios and apartments. All
are spacious and neatly furnished, with an airconditioned twin bedroom (can be made up as a
double on request); a kitchen area with 3-ring
mini-oven and fridge; a bathroom with walk-in
shower and hairdryer; and a generous covered
balcony with dividers for privacy. the studios are
open-plan and all boast panoramic views over

the pool area to the sea and Albania beyond.
the 1-bedroom apartments also possess a
separate living room (kitchen area here) with one
or two sofa-beds (regular size). Four of the
apartments have front sea views – two are to the
side and have views to the hillside and partial sea
views.
Below and to the front is the large freshwater
swimming pool (18m x 5.5m, depth 0.90m-1.8m)
with separate children’s section and spacious
furnished pool terrace surrounds.
Kalami is easily reached via a small path (some
steps, take a torch), where you will ﬁnd four
atmospheric local tavernas, a café-bar, a pair of
mini-markets (one will deliver) and a couple of
small bars. Further dining choices can be found
over the headland at Agni or Kouloura in a c. 20

minute walk (note: the Agni tavernas often
operate a free taxi-boat service in the evenings
for their Kalami clients).
Due to the hillside location and a number of
steps in the property we would not recommend
Kalami Bay to anyone with mobility diﬃculties.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per room per week (max discount
£200) for bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the Apartments:

Self Catering
Studios for 2
Apartments for 2/4
Air Conditioning
Swimming Pool
Free WiFi

Kalami and location of Kalami Bay
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St George’s Bay Country Club & Wellness Spa Aharavi
If you are looking for peaceful and beautiful
surroundings in which to recharge your batteries
then you could do no better than a stay at this
most civilised hotel. Long established, the St
George’s Bay is aimed towards couples looking
for high standards and complete relaxation (to
this end children under 12 are discouraged!),
aided by the magniﬁcent new spa facilities.
the hotel is set in 15 acres of lawns and
subtropical gardens leading to a long, beautifully
sandy beach. the 86 suites are contained in
various 2-storey terraced buildings, built in a very
pretty traditional village style and surrounded by
ﬂowers. type A are open plan Junior Suites (c. 37
sq m) with twin or double beds, a living room
area, a shower room and a spacious covered
balcony or terrace with garden and/or mountain
views. type B Suites (c. 45 sq m) have a separate
bedroom and living room with a divan-bed for a
third person, plus bath or shower - some have
sea views from their balcony. type C Suites (c. 50
sq m) have two bedrooms - a double and a twin plus the living room and garden view terrace, and
can sleep up to 4 persons. Rooms are
comfortably and traditionally furnished and all
possess AC, sat. tV, tea and coffee-making
equipment, small fridge and a safety deposit box.
the magniﬁcent freshwater swimming pool
measures some 450 sq m (depth 1.80-2.40m)
with spacious terrace surrounds. Behind is the
Clubhouse - WiFi free of charge here - housing
reception, lounge, library and the oak-panelled
Prince Philip bar! Elsewhere there is a ﬂoodlit
tennis court (no extra charge).
the beach is very long (8 kms) and mainly
sandy, shelving gently into a clean sea - pool
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and beach towels are provided for a small
refundable deposit. the old stone farmhouse
that fronts the beach is now an excellent
restaurant – dress code for dinner here is smartcasual. Half board is recommended as it's a walk
to outside tavernas and we have always found
the cuisine to be excellent.
the small resort of Aharavi, 500m distant, has a
good selection of tavernas, café-bars, small
shops and watersports.
the St George’s Bay is under German
management so standards, service and
attention to detail are high. the owner is an avid
walker and has created several trails in the area.
He is also a keen environmentalist, hence the
careful preservation of the original stone
buildings and the unspoiled surroundings. In
keeping with the overall philosophy here, the
pool area is designated a ‘quiet zone’.
total relaxation in a civilised atmosphere and a
natural, peaceful environment is the ultimate
aim of St George’s Bay Country Club, and we
think they have succeeded admirably. We could
not recommend a stay here more highly.
Half Board: £147-£168 per week (depending on
season) for a 4-course dinner served to table (choice
of 3 main courses including a vegetarian option).

the Hotel:

4 Star
Bed & Breakfast or Half
Board
Air Conditioning
Swimming Pools
Free WiFi
Spa facilities

Beach at St George’s Bay

Wellness Spa
the hotel has ﬁrst class spa facilities and offers the
following at no extra charge to guests.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

200 sq m heated seawater indoor pool
Jacuzzi
Nordic Sauna*
Bio-Sauna*
Steam Bath*
Brine Grotto*
tepidarium*
Fitness Centre

*over 17 years. A charge is made for massage,
beauty and thalassa treatments.

Early Booking offer
Reductions apply if booked by 28/2. Please
enquire or check our online availability for details.
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Paleokastritsa Beach Cottage
Paleokastritsa
this maisonette-style cottage is close
to the sea in Paleokastritsa's middle
bay. Although centrally located it is
very peaceful here - the main road is
above and behind, reached by a fair
number of steps so unsuitable for
anyone with walking diﬃculties. A
delightful little sand/shingle beach
that few people ﬁnd (other than
those staying nearby in this little
enclave) can be reached in just a
minute via a footpath (can be
slippery when wet!).
Entrance is from the small furnished
rear patio. the cottage comprises a
ground ﬂoor kitchen/diner (full
cooker, fridge). the ﬁrst ﬂoor has a
small sitting area with views to the
bay over the rooftop of the house in
front; an air conditioned double
bedroom; and a very nice modern
cubicle shower room.
From the road above you will ﬁnd a
wide choice of taverna restaurants,
shops and cafe-bars within a short
stroll. If you prefer an organised
beach, Agia triada is just a 5 minute
walk away and has great facilities sunbeds, water sports, boat hire/sea
taxi service, diving - plus the well

liked Akron cafe-bar/restaurant above
it which has a pool free for their
clients' use. Paleokastritsa's main
beach is 15 minutes.
A day's free motorboat hire is
included with each booking and this
will enable you to explore Paleo's
famous sea caves as well as other
nearby beaches and coves.
the large house in front directly
above the sea is sold by Sunvil's sister
company GIC. It sleeps up to 6 and
the two can of course combine.
Please see gicthevillacollection.com
for details.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per room per week
(max discount £200) for bookings
made by 31/1. Conditions apply see page 267.

the Cottage:

The cottage is behind the pink house

Self Catering
Cottage for 2
Air Conditioning
Free WiFi
1 day's free boat
hire
Beach near the cottage

Fundana Villas near Liapades
Some 20 years ago the BBC ﬁlmed
much of 'My Family and other
Animals' on this country estate. one
can see why. the original manor
house dates from Venetian times and
sets the tone for the genuine ﬂavour
of 'old Corfu' you will ﬁnd here.
there are just 12 rooms here, housed
in the original building, the old
stables (now terraced bungalows) or
by the pool. Recent renovation has
modernised bathrooms and updated
decor and furnishings whilst
retaining the rustic charm.
Studios are double-bedded and
possess AC, basic kitchen facilities
for light meals, and a shower room
(some with bath). 1-bedroom
apartments are similar, with the
addition of a living room containing
2 sofa-beds for children (some are
open-plan and split-level with
sleeping gallery above and living
area down), and Family Suites have
2 bedrooms (a twin and a double)
plus living room. Due to the age of
the buildings balconies are limited
but all units have their own outdoor
sitting area.
the main building has reception
(WiFi here) and is home to the old
olive press. Breakfast or home-

cooked evening meals are available
here. In the garden below is the
beautiful 100 sq m swimming pool.
Walking is a great draw and the
family will give you all the
information you'll need. Further
aﬁeld the beaches of Liapades are
just 3½ kms and Paleokastritsa 4½
kms away.
this unique and peaceful spot is
highly recommended for nature
lovers, walkers and anyone seeking
a complete break in the heart of the
most beautiful countryside.

Early Booking offer
For stays completed by 01/7 and
commencing 02/9 onward
reductions are available if booked by
30/4.

the
Apartments:

Self Catering
Studios for 2
Apartments for
2/4 and up to 6
Air Conditioning
Swimming Pool
Free WiFi
(reception area)
Car included
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Barbati Beach Suite Barbati Beach
With its own gardens running down
to the beach, this stylish
contemporary property has a
location to envy. It is to one end of
Barbati Beach, one of Corfu's best
loved - open your garden gate and
the sea is just 3 metres away.
Perfect for couples, the property is a
large open plan space with a
double bed (can be made up as a
twin), a well equipped kitchen (full
cooker, microwave, fridge-freezer),
modern shower room and a lounge,
which can accommodate 2 children
on pull-out sofas. Amenities include
tV, CD/DVD, WiFi and a safety
deposit box.
outside is a spacious decked dining
area with hot-tub/jacuzzi and
sunbeds in the shade of an ancient
olive tree.

Barbati beach is long and a mix of
white pebbles and shingle that
shelves into a pristine sea. It is not a
'party' beach and the cafes here are
pretty chilled. Along its length you
will ﬁnd a selection of restaurants
ranging from traditional Greek to
upmarket fusion. More can be
found on the road above, plus a
couple of shops for provisions.
Water sports and motor boat hire
are available.
Although car hire is included in our
package prices it is not strictly
necessary, so please ask us to quote
if you would prefer transfers to car
hire.

Early Booking offer
Reductions apply if booked by 31/12
- see page 267 for conditions.

the Suites

Self Catering
Suite for 2/4
Air Conditioning
Free WiFi
Private Jacuzzi
Car included

Barbati beach

Renata Apartments Barbati Beach
occupying a prime beachfront
position, these terraced bungalows
are set in substantial grounds full of
olive and fruit trees. the feeling is of
the countryside even though you
are directly on one of the best
known beaches on Corfu.
the apartments are in two rows and
offer fresh, modern and light
accommodation of a high standard.
the front row, just 50m from the sea,
houses the ﬁve open-plan studios;
the row above is six 2-room
apartments with living room/kitchen
separate to the bedroom.
Both types are spacious and cool,
with a high cantilevered wooden
ceiling and generous sea-facing
private terrace. Most are doublebedded and all possess a well
equipped kitchen area, modern
walk-in shower, AC, WiFi and tV.
Each has an extra sofa-bed and a

4th (folding) bed for a child can be
placed in the apartment.
the lawned garden to the front of
the studios has hammocks and
garden furniture under the shade of
the olives and is a safe area for
children.
Barbati beach is of white
pebbles/shingle shelving into a
sparklingly clear sea and self-drive
motor boats can be rented from
right outside the accommodation.
Laid back but organised, along its 1
mile length you will ﬁnd sun-beds
for rent, a full range of water sports
(including paddle boarding), chilled
beach bars and a tempting choice
of tavernas. You will ﬁnd more plus
a handy supermarket up the hill on
the main road (150m). So
everything you may want or need
for a thoroughly relaxing holiday is
walkable within a few minutes.

the
Apartments:

Barbati beach
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Self Catering
Studios for 2/3
Apartments for
2/4
Air
Conditioning
Free WiFi
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Papoulas Apartments Liapades
About halfway down the hill from the
old village (500m) and Liapades main
beach (700m), the family-run
Papoulas Apartments have a very
friendly atmosphere, rural
surroundings and lovely views to the
green mountainside across the valley.
the dozen units of accommodation
are simply furnished. the studios are
twin or double-bedded and all
possess air-conditioning, small
kitchen area with light cooking
facilities (rings and fridge), shower
room, safety deposit box (small local
charge €1-€2 a day) and covered
balcony or terrace with pool and
mountain views.
the apartments have one double
and one twin bedroom, each airconditioned and opening onto a
spacious covered terrace (again
with lovely views), a small separate
kitchen and a shower room. For
larger parties one apartment and
one studio are adjacent.
to the front below is a very nice
pool area and gardens. the pool is

large (c 18m x 7m, depth 0.60m2.5m) with a children's section,
plenty of pool furniture and an
attendant bar/snack bar (breakfast
available). Free Wiﬁ is offered in the
pool area.
there are some 6 tavernas and 3
mini-markets within an approximate
5 minute walk. More choice can be
found in the village and down at
the beach. the small road to
secluded (and beautiful) Rovinia
beach is nearby. this is a wonderful
area for walkers. Due to the hilly
terrain – it’s a stiff walk back up from
the beach – and a number of steps
a stay here would not be
recommended for those with
mobility problems.
Air-conditioning: available at a local
charge of €4 per day (studio); €8 per day
(2-br).

the
Apartments:

Self Catering
Studios for 2/3
Apartments for
2/4
Air Conditioning
Swimming Pool
Free WiFi

olga Apartments Aghios Gordis
this pretty bungalow-style cottage
is some 300 metres from the beach.
It houses two self-contained
apartments, each with a separate
entrance and private terrace.
the smaller apartment comprises a
twin bedroom, a good-sized kitchen
with mini- oven, rings and fridge, a
hallway and a modern shower room.
the 2-bedroom is similar, with the
addition of a double bedroom. Each
apartment has its own sitting-out
area on the house’s surrounding
terrace or patio, which has views to
the mountain, the garden, trees and
a neighbour’s vegetable plot.
Simply and comfortably furnished,
olga offers a well located stay in
quiet surroundings, yet within a
couple of minutes’ walk of a good

choice of tavernas and less than 5
minutes from the beach.
Air-conditioning: Available if required
at a local charge of €4 per day (small
apt.), €8 per day (large apt.)

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the
Apartments:

Self Catering
Apartments for
2/3 and 3/5
Combined for
up to 8
Free WiFi
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool

Aghios Gordis
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George’s House Aghios Gordis
this independent 2-bedroomed
house stands in its own fenced
garden only 200 metres from the
beach. A minute or two’s walk
brings you to the main street where
you will ﬁnd a good choice of
tavernas and shops.
George's House comprises one twin
and one double bedroom (each air
conditioned), a living room with
sofa-bed, a small separate kitchen
with full cooker, microwave and
fridge, and a bathroom with
modern walk-in shower.
Steps lead down to the garden
below the house where there is a
BBQ. A covered veranda runs most
of the way around the house from
which you get a glimpse of the sea.

Although close to both Gordis' long
sandy beach and the main street,
Villa George enjoys semi-rural
surroundings and makes for a simple
and attractive holiday home.
Air-conditioning: If required at a local
charge of 8 Euros per day.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the House:

Self Catering
House for up to 5
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool

Swimming Pools
there are several swimming pools in Aghios Gordis which are
open to the public at no charge apart from the understanding
that guests will purchase drinks, ice creams, snacks or meals onsite. Pools similar to that illustrated are to be found within a few
minutes walk of all our accommodation in the village. Please
note that as these pools are not under our direct control we
cannot guarantee ‘use of pool’ with any of our Gordis properties
as opening dates and charging policies may change.

Fotini Apartment Aghios Gordis
Fotini enjoys a quiet location and
green surroundings yet, being close
to our George's House and Emily’s
Cottage, is only a minute or two’s
walk from the main street and the
beach. Guests at all these properties
can use the very nice Poseidon
swimming pool next door (no
noise) if patronising their cafe-bar.
the apartment occupies the entire
ﬁrst (top) ﬂoor. It comprises an
open-plan living room with a sofabed for a child and a ﬁtted modern
kitchen area (full cooker, microwave,
fridge-freezer); one twin and one
double bedroom (both AC, each
opening onto a covered terrace

with views to the mountain behind);
and a bathroom with full bath,
shower and wc. to the front is a
large covered terrace, again offering
ﬁne mountain views and a glimpse
of the sea to the side.
offering plenty of space, especially
on the terrace, coupled with a great
location Fotini makes for a splendid
(albeit simple) Greek holiday home.
Air-conditioning: Available if required
at a local charge of €8 per day.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the
Apartment:
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Self Catering
Apartment for
up to 5
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool
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Emily’s Cottage Aghios Gordis
this rather sweet little studio-style
cottage is for couples only. Being
next door to our George's House, it
shares the same beneﬁts of
proximity to the beach (200 metres),
the well liked Poseidon swimming
pool (50m - for customers of the
low-key cafe-bar here) and a choice
of restaurants and shops.
Like Villa George, Emily’s has a small
fenced garden. the cottage is
simply furnished and comprises a
double bedroom, small separate
kitchen with mini-oven, microwave
and fridge, and a bathroom with a

hip-bath, shower and wc. there is a
good-sized patio to the front.
Individual properties close to the
beach for one or two persons only
are thin on the ground, so early
booking is advised.
Air-conditioning: Available if required
at a local charge of 4 Euros per day.

the Cottage:

Self Catering
Cottage for 2
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool

Beach taverna

Aghios Gordis

Stavroula Apartments Aghios Gordis
Stavroula offers a high standard of
accommodation and an excellent
location. Although a minute’s walk
from the centre of Gordis’ main
street, and only 3 minutes from the
beach, this apartment is away from
any bustle.
A gated entrance leads into the
surrounding mature and colourful
garden containing palms, roses and
geraniums, fruit trees and lawns.
there are two apartments are on
the ground ﬂoor. ours comprises a
spacious open-plan kitchen/diner
with living area and covered side
balcony off, an air conditioned twin
bedroom (can be double on
request), and a good-sized fully tiled
shower room. French windows lead
from the bedroom onto a private
large covered terrace directly above
the lawn. the kitchen has a 3-ring
mini-oven and there is a convertible
chair-bed for a child in the living
area. Décor is light and airy, and
furnishings of good quality.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the
Apartments:

Self Catering
Apartment for
2/3
Air Conditioning
Free WiFi
Use of Pool

Villa Stavroula is a modern property
that offers a good standard in a
quiet but central location.

020 8758 4758 www.sunvil.co.uk
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Papadella House Aghios Gordis
Close to Krista House, Papadella
enjoys a quiet location just a stone’s
throw (70 metres) from the beach.
the house is ideal for families as it is
set in its own walled garden, so safe
for children.

trees, vines, roses and geraniums are
also in evidence. there are plenty of
seating areas, either in the gardens
or on the terraces, and outside
furniture is provided (sunbeds, table
and chairs).

Running the length of the house is
an air conditioned living area/diner
with tV, off which both bedrooms
are accessed (one twin with a/c, one
triple) as well as the bathroom,
which contains a full bath as well as
shower. the kitchen has a full
cooker and microwave oven. Simply
furnished in typical Corﬁot style, the
best sea views are to be had from
the rooftop terrace, similar to its
neighbour, Krista, and accessed via a
spiral staircase.

From the garden gate a small path
leads directly to the beach in just a
minute, where you will also ﬁnd the
closest pool bar/restaurant. the
main street, with its many
restaurants and small shops, is an
easy ﬁve minute walk.

the surrounding garden has shade
provided by a large yucca. Apple

Air-conditioning: Available if required
at a local charge of €30 per week.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the House:

Self Catering
House for up to
5
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool
Free WiFi

Aghios Gordis

Krista House Aghios Gordis
Krista, close to our popular
Papadella, makes for a wonderful
holiday home as it is just back from
the beach. Given this prime location
the house is remarkably private and
quietly located in semi-rural
surroundings. A footpath leads you
to the beach in just a minute and a
three minute walk brings you to
Gordis’ main street.
this modern detached property has
the feeling of a real home and offers
spacious living areas, including a
large conservatory (unusual for
Greece). this fronts the house and is
ideal for al fresco dining as it adjoins
a good-sized kitchen with full
cooker, fridge and microwave oven.
the kitchen area is open-plan with
the living room, which has a
wooden ceiling, traditional corner
ﬁreplace, tV and DVD player.
off a hallway are the bathroom (full
bath and shower) and the two
bedrooms – one double, one twin,
each individually air-conditioned –
which also access the conservatory.
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the main doors of the conservatory
can open out onto the front paved
patio garden, which has a low
surrounding wall. Sea views are best
from the roof-top terrace accessed
by an external spiral staircase.
Krista also has its own parking,
which is very useful especially in
high season.
Air-conditioning: Available at a local
charge of 30 euros per week.

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the House:

Self Catering
House for 2/4
Air Conditioning
Use of Pool
Free WiFi
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Bridge Apartments Aghios Gordis
Villa Bridge comprises three
apartments in a very tranquil
location and set in pretty gardens
just a minute's walk from the beach.
All possess a covered front terrace
with good privacy.
the studio possesses a small separate
kitchen to the front (cooking rings,
mini-oven, fridge), a double bedroom
to the rear and a bathroom with hip
bath and hand shower.
the adjacent 2 bedroom is similar
with the addition of a full cooker in
the kitchen/diner, and has two twin
bedrooms (one can become a
double on request) and a goodsized terrace to the front.

A footpath leads you down to the
beach in just a minute where you
will ﬁnd the nearest taverna, with
plenty more to choose from close by.
Air-conditioning: Available at a local
daily charge of €5 (studio and 1-br) and
€10 (2-br).

Early Booking offer
Up to £100 off per apartment per
week (max. discount £200) for
bookings made by 31/1. Conditions
apply - see page 267.

the
Apartments:

Detached and tucked away to one
side is the pretty 1 bedroom
apartment - rather like a small
cottage - which has its own garden
area to the front with fruit trees.
Again a separate kitchen/diner (full
cooker), bathroom with half
bath/shower and a double
bedroom opening onto the terrace.

Self Catering
Studio for 2
Apartments for
2/4
Combined for
up to 8
Air Conditioning

We stress that Villa Bridge is simply
furnished in pine and with minimal
frills. It is a very well cared for
property in a great location and
kept spotlessly clean by the helpful
owner.

Barbati Beach Suite
(incl car)

Guide prices per person in £s departing during

Suite 2
3
4
Bridge
Studio 2
1 Bedroom 2
2 Bedroom 2
3
4
Emily's
1 Bedroom 2
Fotini
2 Bedroom 2
3
4
5
Fundana Villas
Studio 2
(incl car)
3
1 Bedroom 2
3
4
Suite 2
3
4
5
George's
2 Bedroom House 2
3
4
5
Kalami Bay
Studio 2
Side Sea View 2
3
4
Sea View 2
3
4
Krista
2 Bedroom House 2
3
4
5
Olga
1 Bedroom 2
3
2 Bedroom 2
3
4
5

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

Low Season
(May - early Jul & mid Sep - Oct)
From
To
1 Wk
2 Wks
1 Wk
2 Wks
866
1242
1208
1822
762
1020
1010
1427
726
940
926
1260
678
788
752
874
716
864
794
960
754
940
837
1046
691
813
766
902
659
748
730
830
698
828
774
919
770
975
856
1084
702
836
779
928
668
766
740
850
654
738
724
818
834
1135
992
1410
761
996
887
1199
875
1216
1048
1523
789
1049
924
1274
761
997
877
1180
892
1248
1072
1571
773
1017
913
1253
730
934
849
1125
704
884
811
1049
770
975
856
1084
702
836
779
928
668
766
740
850
654
738
724
818
743
912
824
1014
800
1029
889
1144
724
874
803
970
685
796
759
883
817
1064
908
1182
735
897
815
996
694
813
769
902
784
1003
872
1116
711
854
789
949
674
780
748
866
652
735
723
815
674
780
748
866
638
706
707
782
748
928
830
1032
687
804
761
893
656
742
727
824
638
705
706
782

High Season
(mid Jul - early Sep)
From
To
1 Wk
2 Wks
1 Wk
1208
2120
1526
1010
1625
1229
926
1419
1106
754
876
808
798
962
853
840
1049
919
768
905
843
732
832
804
777
922
832
860
1088
940
781
931
856
742
852
814
726
820
798
992
1418
1028
887
1204
917
1048
1530
1086
924
1279
956
877
1194
917
1072
1578
1110
913
1257
945
849
1139
889
811
1060
847
860
1088
940
781
931
856
742
852
814
726
820
798
828
1016
884
893
1148
954
805
973
861
761
885
815
912
1187
975
818
999
875
771
904
825
876
1120
956
792
952
867
750
868
823
724
817
796
750
868
803
708
784
759
834
1035
912
764
895
838
728
825
800
707
783
778

ACCOMMODATION
2 Wk
2438
1844
1599
912
1003
1114
962
886
960
1156
989
906
873
1461
1240
1576
1316
1238
1625
1296
1183
1100
1156
989
906
873
1060
1199
1014
921
1240
1041
942
1189
1012
923
869
902
814
1100
952
878
834

PErSonS
BASIS

ACCOMMODATION

PErSonS
BASIS

Corfu

Paleokastritsa Beach Maisonette 2 SC
Papadella
2 Bedroom House 2 SC
3 SC
4 SC
5 SC
Papoulas
Studio 2 SC
3 SC
2 Bedroom 2 SC
3 SC
4 SC
Renata
Studio 2 SC
3 SC
1 Bedroom 2 SC
3 SC
St Georges Bay Type A Garden View 2 BB
Type B Garden View 2 BB
3 BB
Type B Sea View 2 BB
3 BB
Type C Garden View 2 BB
3 BB
4 BB
Stavroula
1 Bedroom 2 SC

Low Season
(May - early Jul & mid Sep - Oct)
From
To
1 Wk
2 Wks
1 Wk
2 Wks
825
1044
884
1104
784
1003
872
1116
711
854
789
949
674
780
748
866
652
735
723
815
678
776
776
911
639
719
724
830
773
965
904
1168
689
820
796
974
648
748
743
878
816
1034
946
1254
717
865
824
1031
857
1114
966
1294
745
919
837
1058
1094
1556
1328
2000
1136
1636
1368
2080
988
1380
1223
1824
1194
1748
1424
2192
1046
1492
1279
1936
1186
1732
1424
2192
1029
1460
1271
1920
990
1398
1153
1697
690
806
760
890

High Season
(mid Jul - early Sep)
From
To
1 Wk
2 Wks
1 Wk
884
1104
930
876
1120
956
792
952
867
750
868
823
724
817
796
776
953
842
724
858
776
904
1232
996
796
1017
865
743
910
800
946
1354
1076
824
1098
918
966
1394
1097
837
1125
931
1328
2040
1405
1368
2128
1454
1223
1864
1299
1424
2240
1512
1279
1976
1357
1424
2248
1520
1271
1976
1365
1153
1753
1244
762
892
816

2 Wk
1124
1189
1012
923
869
1024
913
1332
1091
971
1494
1198
1535
1226
2134
2233
1955
2348
2070
2364
2086
1858
928

Prices shown are indicative only and variable due to offers, changing ﬂight prices and seasonal supplements please call or check online for a conﬁrmed costing (note: not all holidays can be checked online). Prices based on
Gatwick ﬂights and include transfers or car hire (see text); accommodation as described; and all airport/fuel charges
& taxes known at the time of printing - for our surcharge policy see booking conditions at the back of this
brochure. to add: regional ﬂight supplements, room and board supplements (see text) - single room prices on
request. Not all our accommodation is suitable for guests with reduced mobility. Please contact us to answer any
questions you may have regarding our properties and to advise their suitability for people with health conditions
or impairments.
not included: overnight Stay Tax of €0.50 to €4 per room, apartment or villa per night payable locally –
the amount varies according to the category of the accommodation (i.e. most self catering and 1-2 star
hotels = €0.50, 5 star hotels = €4).
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